
TopKayaker.Com - Wilderness Systems Foot Peg Guide 
 
Use this information to identify and replace lost or broken foot braces and foot controls. 

Please read carefully. Foot brace rails are not addressed on this page. Nearly all the 
associated rails mount with screws 14 5/8 inches on center. Part 
numbers are searchable at TopKayaker.Com. 
 
“Generic” Foot Peg CP-1010-1 (right) 
Common on WS kayaks circa 2004 and before, rudder or not, both sit 

in side and sit on top kayak. Adjusts on the rail with a trigger (not 
easily seen in photo). Generic rails and tracks 
are also available. 
 
Keepers “basic” 9810121 (left) 
Common on WS kayaks circa 1990s, with rudder or not. These older 

WS rudder systems are expected to have Keepers rails fastened to a 
metal flat bar that slides in a metal or plastic u-track (see below). 
Common again circa 2005-2015, used mostly on WS kayaks with a 
rudder, on both sit in and sit on top kayaks. Circa 2009-2015 Keepers 
are used on WS sit on top kayaks. Keepers Foot Pegs were yellow for 
a time, circa 2004. Adjusts with a trigger. Replace Peg Only. 

Alternative part numbers: 9800812, 9810113, 9800165 and 9800991. Padded Foot Pegs 
part number 8023041 are a match to Keepers, of all years, rudder or not. 
 
WS foot peg for rudder 3270-0570 (right) 
Common on WS kayaks circa 2004-2005, on both sit in and sit on 
top kayaks, but only those with a rudder. Take note of adjustment 
strap for rudder foot controls. Right and left sides are the same, as 

well as the two foot pegs above. Discontinued Part! Straps can 
be easily replaced with ¾ inch wide web strap products. If peg is 
lost or broken replace the complete foot controls. Most options are 
applicable. The Keepers Foot Control Kit for Rudders CNF-9810073-
KIT is suggested. Expect to replace cables too.  

 

 
 
Slidelock “basic” 8023040 (left) 
Common on Wilderness Systems sit in kayaks circa 2005-2015 
without a rudder. Slide Lock has right and left sides. Adjusts with 
a wand. Discontinued Part! As needed, replace with a new foot 

brace kit. Most foot brace kit options are applicable. The 
Slidelock XL Footbrace Kit CNF-8023792 is suggested. 
 
 
 

Trigerlock Foot Peg CNF-3270-0550 (right) 

Common on WS kayaks 2005-2008, mostly sit on kayaks with no 
rudder. Adjusts with a trigger (not seen in photo). Discontinued 
Part! As needed replace with a new foot brace kit, most are 
applicable, Keepers XL CNF-8023791 is suggested. The Keepers Foot 
Peg “basic” 9810121 above might slide onto the existing Trigger 
Lock Rails. 
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LATER MODEL WILDERNESS SYSTEMS FOOT PEGS 
 
 

Keepers XL CNF-8023791 (sit-in) and CNF-
9800858 (sit-on) both shown right. Common on late 
model Wilderness Systems kayaks without a rudder 
made 2015 to date. Right and Left sides are different. 
Adjusts with a trigger. A complete replacement kit is 
not always necessary. Replacement Keepers XL Foot 

Pads (pegs) CNF-9800874 are sold as match pairs, 
right and left, that will slide onto existing rails. 
Replacement Keeper XL Triggers CNF-9801025 are also sold in two packs. If you have a 
broken rail you will need the complete Keepers XL replacement kit. Other foot brace kit 
options will be applicable. 

Slidelock XL CNF-8023792 (left) 

Common on late model Wilderness Systems sit in kayaks 
made 2015 to date, without a rudder. Right and Left sides 
are different. Adjusts with a wand. The only option for 
replacement is a complete Slidelock XL CNF-8023792 kit. 
Other foot brace kit options will also be applicable. 
 
 

 
Keepers XL Course Control (right) 
Found on late model Wilderness Systems sit on top 
kayaks made circa 2015, with a rudder system. Right 
and Left sides are different. Adjusts with a trigger. 
Discontinued Part! See Course Control replacement 

note below. 

 
 
Slidelock XL Course Control (right) 
Found on late model Wilderness Systems sit inside 
kayaks made circa 2015, with a rudder system. 

Right and Left sides are different. Adjusts with a 
wand. Discontinued Part! The only option for 
replacement of both XL and Slide Lock Course 
Control is a complete foot control kit. Most foot 
control options will be applicable. The Keepers Foot 

Control Kit for Rudders CNF-9810073-KIT is suggested. Expect to replace metal control 

cables or possibly re-use spectra cord. 
 
Tandem Foot Peg for Side Rail 9800306 (right) 
This variant of the Keepers Foot Peg was common on some Wilderness 
Systems Pamlico two-man kayaks as well as some Perception tandem 
kayaks, circa 2011. It mounted on the side bars in the cockpit. It 

adjusted with a gray latch. Discontinued Part! Replace with a 
complete foot control or foot brace kit as needed. Most options will be 
applicable. The Keepers Foot Control Kit for Rudders CNF-9810073-KIT 
or the Keepers Foot Brace Kit 8023039 (no rudder) is suggested. 
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